Infor FMS Infinium helps you
build a strong, secure financial
foundation and move beyond
transaction processing.

INFOR FMS INFINIUM
DO BUSINESS BETTER.
You can’t put financial management on autopilot, at least not for long. Successful organizations
know that constantly changing financial conditions demand ongoing attention to ensure
continued success. To pilot your financial affairs effectively, you need a financial management
“dashboard” that gives you a big-picture look at all the complex, interconnected parts that make
up your financial organization. You also need a system that helps you focus your attention on
financial decisions, rather than on managing the system itself. As your organization becomes
larger, the importance of a smoothly-running, well-integrated financial management system only
becomes that much more important.

LEVERAGE EXPERIENCE.
Infor™ FMS Infinium's power to manage financial complexity is well-known. But you probably can’t
wait months or years to get that power; you need it now. That’s why Infor focuses on faster starts
and shorter implementation times to deliver an immediate impact at a lower cost.
Our world-class Professional Services team knows your unique operational, geographical,
regulatory, and competitive requirements, no matter where in the world you’re located. These
experts have years of on-the-job, financial experience in companies just like yours. After decades
of keeping projects on target, on track, and within budget, they know how to get you where you
need to be, when you need to be there, at a cost you can easily justify.

GET BUSINESS SPECIFIC.
Infor FMS Infinium can make a critical difference in your
organization. Just pick the components that are right for you
and your business. You’ll see why hundreds of customers
around the world are satisfied they found the right solution in
Infor FMS Infinium.
General ledger.
As the core of Infor FMS Infinium, general ledger streamlines
and automates processes, ensures bottomline results, and
helps you do more with less. Like the rest of the Infor FMS
Infinium solution, general ledger supports the
multi-company, multidivisional, multicurrency organization,
and allows for different charts of accounts and fiscal
calendars, as well as multiple, unique consolidations. It also
supports unlimited budgets and forecasts and performs
user-defined allocations on monetary, budgetary, statistical,
and historical balances.
Payables ledger.
Payables ledger takes the worry out of your payables
functions, so you’re free to focus on accounts payables
management and to anticipate future cash requirements. You
get the control and flexibility you need to execute your
payables process within the appropriate parameters for your
organization. Valuable information, such as discounts and
vendor volume, becomes easily accessible—providing you
with the facts you need to negotiate better vendor contracts.
Plus, payables ledger gives you flexible controls and
processing options to minimize data entry time. For example,
its high-volume invoice entry function repeats common
information across invoices and speeds invoice processing
using defaults that you define.
Accounts receivable.
Accounts receivable delivers an accurate and comprehensive
solution with powerful flexibility in data definition, navigation,
processing, and reporting structure so that you can maximize
your receivables and achieve your business goals. You get
effective receivables management with a four-tier system
setup for organizing policy data—entity level, company level,
national account level, and customer level—with each level
subordinate to the next.
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The solution also offers a well-designed, easily maintained
customer master, and delivers full cash application, credit
management, and customer management functionality, as
well as a wide range of flexible and efficient
processing options.
Cashbook.
Cashbook is fully integrated with general ledger, payables,
and accounts receivable, to provide a central point for
processing all bank reconciliation transactions, making it
possible to see all uncleared checks and receipts in one
place. You can select multiple payments or receipts to be
cleared; reconcile items not closed in general ledger; make
entries in general ledger from cashbook;automatically verify
differences between payments and receipts; and input
memorandum items and balancing entries. Recurring
payments, planned payment schedules, manual payments,
and internal process security controls are also available. As a
result, you get a better picture of your true cash position and
improved corporate reporting.
Fixed assets.
Fixed assets gives you the control and flexibility that careful
asset management demands. Fully interactive and designed
for multi-company, multi-divisional processing and reporting,
it simplifies and provides complete control of your asset
management, from asset acquisition to retirement and
replacement planning. It allows you to manage assets
through their entire lifecycle and report across single or
multiple divisions and the whole enterprise, as well as meet
the most stringent, up-to-date tax and depreciation
reporting requirements.
Project accounting.
Project accounting gives you the control and flexibility you
need to manage special projects. It cuts across the
boundaries of traditional accounting systems to provide
complete administration and integrate project activity from an
unlimited number of cross-functional sources in your
organization. You get a cradle-to-grave, project-based view
with unlimited budgeting, inquiry, and reporting, plus a
complete cost history of all projects so you can estimate
better on future projects.

Currency management.
Currency management helps you manage the details that go
with running a complex, multinational business. This
euro-compliant solution can handle all of your organization’s
currency requirements—from subsidiary ledger to financial
statements accurately, efficiently, and with complete
attention to detail.
Global taxation.
Global taxation addresses issues that call for consistency
and simplification by centralizing all tax processing and
reporting. You can handle local, national, and multinational
tax reporting requirements with ease. Its history file supports
industry-standard reporting tools so that you can effortlessly
accommodate reporting demands.
Infor HCM.
Infor HCM helps companies put complete recruitment-toretire
HR processes into action with a comprehensive set of
solutions that that streamline long-term business strategies.
With superior HCM performance delivered by one of the
world’s leading enterprise resource planning (ERP) providers,
its tight HCM to ERP integration can make your HR solution a
strategic element in the success of your business.
Infor HCM includes flexible, scalable, solutions that help you
leverage your existing technology investments, achieve
lower total cost of ownership and address the most pressing
HR-related business challenges, including:

A system that helps you focus your attention on
financial decisions, rather than on managing the
system itself.

Human resources.
This set of components delivers web-based workforce
management from hiring to retirement that maximizes
efficiency, freeing up employees to spend more time
supporting the overall business strategy.
Benefits administration.
The Benefits Administration module gives you all the tools
you need to manage and control multiple progressive benefit
plans. It provides comprehensive dependent and beneficiary
tracking, linking each dependent or beneficiary to the
appropriate benefit plan.
Compensation.
The Compensation module helps formulate and apply rules
for corporate pay policies. It also helps create a workflow
driven salary administration environment supporting all types
of managerial roles within an organization.
Payroll.
Payroll provides a robust, reliable, and comprehensive payroll
and taxation solution, as
well as seamless integration with Infor’s financial
management solutions.
Employee and manager self-service.
Employee and manager self-service lets employees view and
update personal and payroll information, enroll in training,
model and update benefits, and directly enroll in the plans of
their choice. They can also review their benefits summary,
make paid time-off requests, and check whether direct
deposits have been made into their accounts. Managers can
perform status changes for their employees and enroll them
in training.
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Time and attendance.
The time and attendance module allows companies with
complex work and pay rules to collect and validate time and
attendance and labor data. It offers an automated method
that employees can use to record time and labor themselves
and that supervisors can use to monitor attendance, labor,
and material movement in real time.
Workflow.
Infor HCM provides integrated, XML-based workflows that
automate the connections between routine administrative
tasks to streamline and secure the review and approval of
HCM processes and to capture and monitor key events.
Recruitment.
This multilingual, multicurrency, web-based recruiting
component helps your company attract and retain talented
people, hire the right individual for every position, and
manage both salaried and hourly hiring.

• Powerful information analysis and reporting capabilities
and integration with Infor PM
• Unlimited multicurrency conversions
• User-defined policies and rules for controlling security and
system access
• Rich integration between Infor FMS and Infor HCM

THERE IS A BETTER WAY.
At Infor, we work with a core belief. We believe in the customer.
We believe that the customer is seeking a better, more
collaborative relationship with its business software provider.
And a new breed of business software: created for evolution,
not revolution. Software that's simple to buy, easy to deploy,
and convenient to manage. Our 70,000 customers in more
than 100 countries stand with us. We look forward to your
sharing in the results of our belief. There is a better way. For
additional information, visit www.infor.com.

Employee performance management.
The employee performance management module helps you
track and manage the development of talent across your
organization, nurture leaders and promote future innovation
and growth.

SEE RESULTS NOW.
Infor FMS Infinium is ideal for organizations of all shapes and
sizes that seek to build a solid, secure financial foundation for
conducting business—both locally and globally—through a
web browser on the IBM® System i™. A proven, function-rich
solution, Infor FMS Infinium helps you manage financial
complexity with ease. All the components of Infor FMS
Infinium integrate seamlessly with one another, as well as
with Infor PM and other Infor solutions – for an even greater
return on your investment.

Infor FMS Infinium can help you acheive:
• Fast and accurate closes

Infor Corporate Headquarters
13560 Morris Road
Suite 4100
Alpharetta, Georgia 30004
USA
Phone: +1(800) 260 2640
www.infor.com

• Centralized payment processing
• Multiple entity consolidations
• Complete customer management capabilities
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